We are looking for an enthusiastic and hardworking **Product Management Support** within our Workflow and IT Solutions business unit. Do you want to contribute to the success of our clinical laboratory customers by ensuring Beckman Coulter provides the most innovative, reliable and accurate automation products available?

Your Day-to-day will include the following tasks:

- Working alongside with a Product Manager to define ways to prioritize product improvements and developments, as well as providing support to the strategy and business/user goals of your features and product areas
- Working with a team of engineers, designers, and other partners to design and build technology products
- Ensuring your team’s product timelines are on track and help your team adjust as needed
- Using data and user research to advise decisions and measure your success
- Coordinating and prioritizing work across teams and business functions within Beckman Coulter
- Testing, monitoring, and maintaining the areas to ensure flawless operations

You are:

- **Technically Minded**: You seek for learning opportunities about technology and products! You may be in a technical, analytical, or related program. Ideally, you’ve had some hands on experience as an intern in a similar corporate environment or start-up in a project or product role.
- **A fast learner**: You're curious by nature and excited to get into the details and become a specialist in our tech enabled offering, using our Danaher Business Tools and processes.
- **Empathetic**: You try to understand other subject areas and viewpoints and can bring everyone together using clear communication and strong structured thinking.
- **Collaborative**: You love helping engineers, designers, operations specialists do their best work. You solve problems with others and can also take the lead when duty calls.
- **Organized**: You are a natural at project managing multiple projects at the same time and getting things done.
- Above all: you are mature and open-minded.

About Beckman Coulter …

Beckman Coulter develops, manufactures and markets products that simplify, automate and innovate complex biomedical testing. Our diagnostic systems, found in hospitals and other critical care settings around the world, produce information used by physicians to diagnose disease, make treatment decisions and monitor patients. Scientists use our life science research instruments to study complex biological problems including causes of disease and potential new therapies or drugs. At Beckman Coulter Biomedical GmbH in Munich we are proud to be responsible for the worldwide research, development and manufacturing of innovative laboratory automation products. In Munich, we have more than 250 associates.

What we offer …

We need you to improve our innovative and international working company. We provide market-based salaries, good benefits and a motivated team in a transparent, simple and purposeful setting. We offer you the scope to take responsibility to achieve our aims, together. Our employees are the foundation of our success!

Beckman Coulter is an equal opportunity employer. We evaluate qualified applicants without regard to race, color, national origin, religion, gender, age, marital status, disability, veteran status, sexual orientation, gender identity, or any other characteristic protected by law.

Are you interested? We are looking forward to your application at [www.beckmancoulter.com](http://www.beckmancoulter.com)